HIGH PERFORMANCE DOORSETS
& JOINERY SOLUTIONS

DOORSETS & JOINERY
SPECIALISTS

E. & S. W. Knowles & Co. Ltd is an industry leading
manufacturer and supplier of internal door solutions and
joinery since 1923, specialising in fire rated, acoustic and
PAS 24 security doors. Our bespoke solutions include the
door leaf, frame, glazing, architrave and all the operating
hardware, supplied as a complete integrated doorset.
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ABOUT US
OUR LEGACY

From this simple beginning in 1923 the present-day company of E. & S. W. Knowles was born.

The story is of William (Bill) Knowles
who was a miner in the Lozells
district of Birmingham in the early
1920’s. Bill would observe piles of

Business

sawdust at his father’s place of work,

the occupation of a new factory

Dossett’s, who made cases for the

in 1967 and the formation of a

prospered,

leading

to

local jewellery and cigar trades. He

Unfortunately, William Knowles died

Limited Company in 1969. “To put

saw an opportunity to get out of the

in 1942, and the company tended to

it on a sound footing...”, quoted

mines by investing £4 in a cart so

stagnate for some years: that is until

Horace Wright, “...for the future of

that he could haul sawdust around

his stepson Horace Wright, tired of

succeeding generations”.

the many engineering companies in

working in the electrical industry,

The

the neighbourhood.

joined the business in 1946.

in

company
Birmingham.

traded
Horace

primarily
quickly

acquired the name of ‘Dusty’.

1923

1946

1950’s

1960’s

Martin Wright continued to invest in

- YEARS ANNIVERSARY -

the company, making key decisions
when it came to quality machinery.
In the late 80’s, Knowles completed
the acquisition of JR Partitioning

The

Suppliers.

prosper, with the expansion of

The company is fast

doors,

the premises to increase floor

approaching its Centenary, a

extruded

space to 10,000 square feet to

celebration to be proud of.

route

This

into

up

custom-made

Paramount
aluminium

opened

Partition,
and

hardwood

the

door

frames and plasterboard.

1980’s

1970’s

company

continued

to

cope with the further growth of
the business.

2000’s

1990’s

Present

The entrepreneurial spirit rose once

During

In 2004 Knowles moved into a

The company continues to deliver

more to the surface as Horace

craze they claim to have made the

purpose-built

almost

the entrepreneurial spirit with sales

Wright explored every opportunity

largest boards on the market. In

50,000

allowing

over £10 million. With continued

that gave a glimmer of prospect, the

1975 Horace’s son, Martin Wright,

further expansion of the business.

most significant of which entailed

was

the collection of timber offcuts from

Director. The company was run by

Knowles legacy will continue for

the Morris Motors bodyshop and

Martin and his brother Richard.

generations to come.

They had now built the company to

Steve Horner is now the Managing

20 people, with a turnover of £1m

Director with the family connection

and taken the next step towards

being maintained by Martin Wright

recognition as specialist timber

as Chairman.

their conversion into skittle boxes,
pram handles, mirror backs and fire
surrounds.

the

1970’s

appointed

as

skateboard

Managing

factory

square

feet,

of

investment
industry

in

leading

its

people

machinery,

machinists.
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and
the

MISSION STATEMENT
& OUR SERVICES

With a wealth of expertise and knowledge in our field, we have been able
to create a first-class range of doorsets that operate perfectly within their
chosen application.
Each element has been designed to work together to deliver outstanding
performance. The proposed location and application will determine the
overall composition required of your doorset.
Our highly experienced technical team will work with you to tailor your
doorsets to meet your requirements and recommend the most appropriate
solution.

BESPOKE JOINERY

•

We offer full customisation of all
In-house joinery with a fast 		

•

Short lead times, no job too big

“

Products that stand the test of
time

•

turnaround
•

At E. & S. W. Knowles, we pride ourselves in providing quality
bespoke certified doorset solutions. Helping to keep our
sector safe and secure with every product we supply.

TRIED & TESTED

our doors and finishes
•

“

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

Trusted by thousands of 		
installers & contractors

•

Easy to install			

or too small!

SUPERIOR QUALITY

•

British craftsmanship using 		

ONE STOP SOLUTION

•

responsibly sourced materials
•

Compliant with all relevant 		

to finish of order process
•

British standards
•

In-house manufacturing in the

Satisfying customers from start
Comprehensive after sales 		
support

•

heart of Birmingham

In-house transport to ensure 		
an OTIF of 97%

•

Supply all market sectors from
high end commercial to 		
social housing
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BESPOKE
CRAFTSMANSHIP

COMBINING SKILLS
The key element of our high quality bespoke product is the integration of
skilled craftsmanship with modern precision manufacturing techniques and
equipment.
We carefully blend fully tested and proven construction methods with high
quality, sustainably sourced materials to produce a finished doorset which
will enhance any interior and stand the test of time.
Your doorsets can be fully machine prepared for all the hardware, providing
a precision fit to maximise performance and simplify installation.
All our doorsets are supplied as a complete package ready for installation.

TURNING YOUR VISION INTO REALITY
Every product that leaves us has been manufactured to the exact
requirements of each project. The bespoke nature of our service allows us
to react quickly and positively to any specific design requirements that you
may have including:
•

Non standard sizes (dependant on certification required)

•

Unique vision panels or glazing

•

Traditional panel designs, sections and profiles

•

Machined grooves, patterns or inlays of various materials

•

Flush doors or with traditional panelled construction

The choice is yours. Chances are we’ve done it before, and if not we will find
a way to achieve what you want.

7
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DOORSET
APPLICATIONS

EDUCATION

COMMERCIAL

We regularly produce a range of

We offer a wide range of doorset

doorset solutions for our clients in

solutions for high traffic areas in

the education sector. These can

commercial applications. Our doors

include anti-trap finger protection

are ideal for heavy footfalls and can

mechanisms,

withstand extensive use.

and door & frame

edge protection.

LEISURE
HEALTHCARE

Our laminate doors are ideally suited

We supply HTM (Health Technical

to leisure applications, offering high

Memorandum)

performance and durability plus

compliant

doors,

classed as severe duty suitable

antibacterial protection.

for the most demanding medical
environments. Our doors come with
a smooth hygienic coating, easy
to clean and able to withstand
intensive use and rigorous cleaning
regimes.

SOCIAL HOUSING
We understand the importance of
fire doors in demanding buildings
such as high-rise flats, apartments,
shared accommodation and HMO’s.

9
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DOOR TYPE
FIRE DOORS

DOOR TYPE
ACOUSTIC DOORS

ANATOMY OF A FIRE DOOR

Acoustic
to

doors

reduce

are

designed

vibrations

and

the

transmission of sound. These doors

Door closer ensures the door is

are available in different decibel

always closed to maintain the fire

(dB) ratings to cater for a variety

integrity

of applications depending on the
level of sound insulation or privacy

Heavy duty and high density door

required of each project.

core construction in 44mm and
54mm thickness
Ancillary hardware is included such
as fire door signage
Solid hardwood frames
Vision panel options are subject to
fire rating and glass types

Specialist seals at the door/frame
perimeters and automatic bottom

Integrated intumescent and smoke

door seals are used in our acoustic

seals in the door and/or frame

door design.

Doors can be latched or unlatched
and are supplied with appropriate
hardware to suit
Hinges
with

pre-fitted

intumescent

and
packs

installed
where

necessary

Fire doors are part of a building’s

We offer an extensive range of

For complete peace of mind our

passive

system.

standard or bespoke internal fire

specialist fire doors are accredited

They play a crucial role in protecting

doors. All our fire doors are fully

under the IFC Certification and BM

lives and structures. The presence

tested with fire protection ratings

TRADA ‘Q’ Mark Fire Schemes.

of a well manufactured, correctly

from 30 minutes (FD30) up to 120

installed

minutes (FD120).

fire

fire

protection

door

can

be

the

difference between life and death.

Each doorset is supplied with an IFC
(tamper-evident) label and/or the
appropriate BM TRADA fire door
plug identifying the fire rating and
status of the door manufacturer.

WE OFFER
•

Noise isolation

•

Containment

•

Available with fire rating up to 		

applications and sectors:
Public Buildings

•

Cinemas and music venues

•

Hotels

in accordance with BS EN IS0 10140

•

Offices

and rated to BS EN ISO 717-1 as

•

Factories

•

Hospitals

•

Schools, Colleges & Universities

•

Care homes

•

Social housing

120 mins
Acoustic performance is measured

required by the Building Regulations
We manufacture doorsets capable
of achieving up to 45dB **.

www.knowlesdoors.co.uk

range of finishes suitable for all
•

Approved Document E.

11

Doorsets can be supplied in a

** Factors including the door size, gaps of sound transmission and correct installation all impact on
the acoustic performance the door can provide.
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DOOR TYPE
HOSPITAL DOORS

DOOR TYPE
OTHER OPTIONS

Our healthcare doorset solutions
have been engineered to meet the
performance requirements detailed
in the Approved Documents; HTM
and HBNs.
They offer a number of benefits:
•

Fully encapsulated doors and 		
frames provide durability for high
traffic areas

•

Antibacterial finishes to help 		
minimise the spread of infection
and contamination

•

Observation vision panels to 		
vary the degree of visibility for
privacy

•

Double action doors with hold-		
open function for busy corridors

•

Fire ratings up to FD120

•

Wide range of finish and colour
options (see page 19)

Doors in a busy hospital can take
a

heavy

pounding

from

people

and equipment. We have a range
of

additional

treatments

which

can keep these doors looking and
operating well.
•

Door face protection panels

•

Door, frame and architrave 		

PAS 24 DOORS

NON-FIRE RATED DOORS

We offer high quality bespoke steel

PAS 24 is an enhanced security

We manufacture a wide range of

door solutions to provide the best

standard

assess

internal door types and doorsets

protection where you need it the

whether a doorset can withstand

using both solid and hollow core

most. They offer enhanced fire

a series of measured manual and

construction. Available in traditional

protection up to 4 hours. Doors are

mechanical tests that will deter an

or modern designs, all our non-

available with acoustic properties

intruder for a period of time.

fire rated doors use FSC approved

up to 29dB for non-fire rated doors.

protection in PVC
•

STEEL DOORS

PVCu clad glazing beads

See page 16 for more information

designed

to

We offer an extensive range of

materials.

Each door is built to order with

internal security doorset solutions

All our non-fire rated doors are

a range of choices for hardware,

that are independently tested to

finished in a variety of laminates,

frames, vision panels, finishes and

the PAS 24 standards, all available

primed or veneer options to suit all

much more.

in a range of finish options.

types of applications and sectors.

Our steel doors are independently

on Yeoman Shield protection.

tested to PAS 24 standards with the
addition of Secured by Design (SBD)
compliance.
Image courtesy of Harrison Thompson & Co.Ltd, manufacturers of Yeoman Shield door protection.
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OTHER FEATURES
FRAMES & SCREENS

OTHER FEATURES
PROTECTION

FIRE RATED SCREENS

DOOR FACE & EDGE PROTECTION

We provide tested, certified and

The damage caused to doors and

proven fire rated timber partitions

frames by the movement of people

and screen systems designed to

and equipment in a busy building is

meet the demands of applications

not only unsightly but can seriously

such as modern offices, schools,

compromise the door’s performance.

universities and hospitals.

Yeoman

Shield’s

range

products

of

protection

glass, proven to provide a period of

maintain a fire door’s integrity by

designated protection (dependent

protecting against this damage.

on fire rating).

Door

edge

protection

can

door

Our screens incorporate fire rated

protectors,
panels

and

help

face
PVCu

clad glazing beads are fire rated,
having been tested to the current
standards.

DOOR FRAMES & ARCHITRAVES

Fire rated door protection does

All door frames and architraves are

not affect the integrity of the fire

a bespoke manufacture according

door when installed and can keep

to performance, application and the

fire doors undamaged, reducing

finish selected.

expensive

All our frames are prepared and

maintenance

fitted with seals as required to meet

occupants safe in the event of a

performance ratings.

fire.

FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Frames

are

available

70 - 190

in

single

32

or double rebate formats to suit
door

thicknesses

up

to

54mm

depending on the fire and acoustic
performance required.

46
70 - 190
32

A range of frame widths is available
to suit internal wall constructions up
to 190mm as standard (larger sizes
are available to special order).

56
115 - 190
32

Frames are manufactured in MDF
or softwood* (for painted finishes)

46 / 56

or in a selection of hardwoods with
lacquered finishes to co-ordinate

115 - 190

with veneer or laminate finished
44

door leaves.
* Softwood frames can only be supplied for

46 / 56

FD30 fire doors and non-fire rated doors.

Images courtesy of Harrison Thompson & Co.Ltd, manufacturers of Yeoman Shield door protection.
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work

and keeping buildings and their
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OPTIONS
VISION PANELS

OPTIONS
GLAZING & BEADS

GLASS TYPES

Glazing apertures can be used to
provide an aesthetically pleasing

We can select the most appropriate

and functional solution for safety

glass

and visibility, especially in busy

type

to

suit

each

door

application and performance. This

environments.

can include fire rated and insulating

We offer a large range of vision

glass types for fire and acoustic

panel designs dependent on any

ratings.

fire and/or acoustic performance
requirements.

GLAZING BEADS

All our doors are made to measure,

Glazing beads are constructed from

consequently other vision panel

hardwood in a variety of timber

configurations are available subject

species to match or contrast with

to tolerances and certification.

the door face. We can also paint

Doors in entrances, lobbies and

beads to match any door finish.

corridors and some other internal

A variety of beading styles are

doors that are over 450mm wide

available including a collection of

should incorporate a vision panel.

bolection beads and flush beads,
depending on your design and
performance requirements.

Type 1 *

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

Type 7 *

FURTHER GUIDANCE
* types shown are suitable for Building

Our technical team will provide assistance to ensure the correct vision panel

Regulations Part M compliance. Please

design and glazing type is specified to comply with all applicable standards

speak to our technical support team for
further information.

17
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Bolection bead

Type 8 *

Hardwood bolection glazing beads

Glazed or part glazed doors can

can be pinned or screw fixed.

also be incorporated with glazed

Flush bead

side screens (see page 15).

including Parts M and K of Building Regulations.
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OPTIONS
VENEER FINISHES

OPTIONS
OTHER FINISHES

LAMINATE

A wide range of FSC certified real
wood

veneers

are

available

as

High pressure laminate is one of the

standard. We can also produce
doors

using

available

any

veneer

most durable decorative surface

commercially
which

materials, providing not only an

is

aesthetically

sustainably grown.

pleasing

finish

but

also providing a high performance

Solid matching hardwood lippings

and hygienic solution.

are used throughout and can be

Special laminates are available with

exposed on the vertical edges or

fire and chemical resistance and

veneer overlipped (concealed) giving

are especially suited to areas which

the appearance of solid timber.

may be subject to heavy use and
abuse.
Laminate finishes are available in a
range of plain colours, wood effect
and other patterned finishes which
makes them particularly versatile.

STAINED FINISH
A range of wood stains may be
used to enhance veneered door
finishes,

without

natural

qualities.

degree

of

distorting
Along

protection

its

with

from

a

the

elements, stains can transform the
appearance of a veneer giving it a
more contemporary look.

CUTTING

MATCHING

PRIMED FINISH

As standard we use crown cut

As standard our veneered doors are Best Matched. With our bespoke

Our primed doors or “paint-grade”

veneers

more

doorset we can supply other formats on single and double doors. As

figured appearance. We can also

standard, veneers are laid with a vertical grain but can be laid horizontally

use quarter cut veneers which have

which can give a more unique and modern appearance.

which

exhibit

a

are paper faced. Doors are supplied
with a coat of primer which acts as
a base coat that seals the wood
and provides a smooth, paint-ready

a straighter grain.

surface, ideal for adding your own
bespoke colours.

Crown Cut

Quarter Cut

Book Matched

Quarter Matched

Slip Matched

Mismatched

Please note; all veneers are natural products and some variation should be
expected, although matching veneers are available. Please contact us for
further information and samples.

19
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OPTIONS
FINISHES

OPTIONS
HARDWARE

SELECTED VENEERS

The correct functioning of the door
relies on the accurate installation of

We are able to provide a range of

quality, approved hardware. This is

standard timber veneer species. All

particularly critical with regards fire

veneers selected are FSC® certified

doors and we therefore recommend

ensuring the customer gets the

the supply of an integrated, pre-

highest quality material responsibly

hung, fully prepared doorset.

sourced.
Our veneered doors can be supplied
with 2 coats of clear U/V lacquer
base coat and 1 top coat of clear
anti-bacterial U/V lacquer.

Maple

Ash

Koto

Beech

American
White Oak

American
Black
Walnut

Cherry

Sapele

LAMINATE & COLOUR OPTIONS

QUALITY HARDWARE

High

We offer a full range of quality door

pressure

laminates

are

from

Hoppe,

Our standard hardware is from the Hoppe

available in a wide range of timber

hardware

effect, stone effect, metal effect,

overhead

patterned or plain colours. All our

concealed door closers and a wide

laminate faced doors have solid

range of mortice locks and latches.

timber lippings. In addition we can

Factory prepared and installed with

supply PVC protective edges.

any necessary intumescent packs,

surface

including

mounted

range and is available in a choice of high
quality finishes.

or

it ensures the fire performance is
achieved.
Factory

fitted

installation

time

hinges

reduces

and

ensures

accurate door and frame alignment
needed for trouble free operation.
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TESTING &
CERTIFICATION

QUALITY
ASSURANCE

We are certified to manufacture

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Fire Doors and Doorsets that meet
regulatory

requirements

to

As a British Assessment Bureau

fire

ISO 9001:2015 certified company,

test evidence (BS476 Part 22). This

we are able to meet the expectations

verifies that product conformity is

of

maintained.
The BM Trada and IFC Certification
processes,

allowing

customers

through

the

quality management system.

bodies annually audit materials and
internal

our

implementation of a highly effective
This is reflected in the delivery of

the

high quality goods and services

use of certification labels/plugs to

across the whole of the company.

identify conformity.

Q MARK SCHEME
As members of the BM Trada
Q-Mark

fire

door

scheme,

we

ensure

manufacturer
that

every

fire door we supply is tested by
the

world’s

leading

provider

of

third-party certification, providing
assurance and authenticity of our
product’s performance.
IFC CERTIFICATION

Q MARK PLUGS

Our fire doors are IFC certified. This

All fire doors are checked to make

Outer colour denotes period of fire

quality

a

sure they are manufactured under

integrity [FD30]

valuable trust mark for customers,

the strict requirement and permitted

demonstrating that our fire rated

scope of the scheme and supplied

doors

with a coloured plug to indicate its

accreditation

are

provides

manufactured

to

a

specific quality level and compliant

Supply Chain

Thorough quality checks through each stage of the

status and level of resistance.

manufacturing process.

037

Equipment

Each fire door is provided with

Scheduled maintenance in place for equipment and

a permanent label to signify it’s

Inner tree identifies status of door

compliance.

or frame manufacturer 		
[red = intumescent strips not supplied]
FD30

www.knowlesdoors.co.uk

that we can ensure we are providing a quality service.
Production

with all latest fire legislation.

23

We inspect every component when it’s delivered so

FD60

FD90

FD120

Number

in

the

middle:

certified company’s number

Unique

machinery.
Feedback
Pro-active in receiving customer feedback to ensure
continuous improvement.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

SALES &
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
As a British Assessment Bureau ISO 14001:2015 certified

Promoting
Sustainable Forest
Management.

company, we are constantly striving for ways to reduce
our carbon footprint and environmental impact as a
wider business.

PEFC/16-37-912

www.pefc.co.uk

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

PROJECT SUPPORT

Whatever stage your project is at,

For medium to large projects our technical and sales support teams will

you can be assured of our support

work with you to develop the best doorset solution.

in drawing up the most appropriate
specification for your doors and to
suit your budget.

Waste Management - We regularly share
and monitor our waste analytics with staff

Our technical support team is on
hand to advise on all aspects of:
•

Fire testing and certification

improvements.

•

Acoustic attenuation

Energy Usage - We constantly monitor our

•

HTM doorsets

•

PAS 24 doorsets

•

Building Regulations compliance

•

Part M compliance on 			

to help them make the most appropriate

energy usage as part of our carbon footprint
as our Key Performance Indicator.
Design & Lifespan - Our products are
designed to provide long service, using

accessibility and Equality Act

resources which are recyclable, sustainable
and environmentally friendly.

•

LRV and colour contrast

Supply Chain - We select suppliers, who

•

Hygiene and controlling bacterial

share our environmental pledges and we
work with them to improve our combined
carbon footprint.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Technical advice
& Information
gathering

Specification
& Costing

Production

Delivery &
After sales
Support

Phase 1 - Contact our technical sales team via the website, phone or
email. We will gather all your project requirements and give any technical
advice required.
Phase 2 - Once all project requirements have been finalised, our sales
team will draw up a specification and create a quote for your approval.
Phase 3 - Once the approvals have been completed. Your order will go
into production and we will confirm lead times.
Phase 4 - Delivery of your products.

infection
STORAGE & HANDLING ADVICE
To protect a fire door’s certification, it is vital that the door is handled and
stored appropriately. Doors must be stored flat and in dry conditions. The
protective wrapping must be left in place for as long as possible.
The fire certification labels and plugs must be kept in place and
under no circumstances must they be painted over or tampered with.
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E. & S. W. KNOWLES & COMPANY LTD
Moor Lane Industrial Estate
Perrywell Road
Witton
Birmingham
B6 7AT
Tel: 0121 356 7046
Email: sales@eswknowles.co.uk
www.knowlesdoors.co.uk

Please note, the details contained within this brochure are
correct at the time of publication. However, we reserve the right
to change specifications at any time without prior notification.
All colours and other finishes depicted in this document are
subject to the limitations of the print process. We recommend all
finishes are checked against actual samples prior to ordering.
Timber and timber veneer is a natural material and consequently
will exhibit variations in colour and grain.

© 2022 E. & S. W. Knowles and Company Ltd.

